FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BITE® Celebrates Six Years on the Las Vegas Strip at the
Stratosphere Casino, Hotel & Tower
Erotic, Exotic and Exciting Topless Rock Vampire Revue
an icon among locals and tourists alike.
August 9, 2010 – Las Vegas, NV. – One of the most iconic and successful shows in Las Vegas,
BITE® was launched on Friday the 13th, August 2004. BITE® is a Las Vegas show to die for as
it goes beyond the boundaries of more traditional shows with a powerful combination of
enigmatic and erotic topless dancers, astounding acrobatics, live singing with high-octane rock
‘n’ roll, and wickedly tempting vampires.
“BITE® is one of the best surprises of Las Vegas. Luckily, we were five years ahead of the
curve for thinking vampires are hot,” commented Tim Molyneux, producer and creator of
BITE®. “One of my goals when coming to Vegas was to create something that had not been
done here before. I was surprised that in 100 years of Las Vegas entertainment, no one had
thought of doing a vampire show. It just seemed so natural to me.”
Some critics claimed the show would not last six months; six years later they sing a different
song. Molyneux made his mark as a top Vegas producer with BITE®. This creative and
energetic Molyneux creation has been called genius, “must-see” and superior. Molyneux also
consults on big-name concerts such as Rascal Flatts, Toby Keith and Joe Nichols.
“BITE® has been, and continues to be, a great asset for the Stratosphere,” said Michael
McNamee, Vice President of Marketing for Stratosphere. “This show gives people something
truly unique and at an incredible value for their entertainment dollar. Everyone here at
Stratosphere would like to congratulate BITE® on six successful years and we wish them many
more to come.”
This season, BITE® continues to breathe life into the city of sin by celebrating six years in the
Theater of the Stars showroom with what is now a staple in the lineup of “Must See” Vegas
shows. The first 500 guests to attend the Anniversary show on Friday, August 13th will receive
complimentary fangs. Everyone in attendance will also receive a complimentary glass of
Champagne to celebrate the smashing success of Las Vegas’ #1 show of sin, sex and seduction.
About BITE®
‐ more ‐

The sexually charged BITE® takes its audience on the Lord Vampire’s quest for the perfect
female specimen, who he plans to seduce and crown his Queen of the Night. Aiding the Lord is
his coven of sultry and nimble dancers, the Erotic Angels of Rock. Taboo temptations meet
classic rock ’n’ roll in this aggressive and seductive world of vampires. The current cast of
BITE® Las Vegas includes: Lord Vampire, Russell Hines; Queen of the Night, Jessica Delgado;
Cat Vamp, Anna Van Sambeck; Tush Vamp, Tiffany Green; Ice Vamp, Colette Harris; Fire
Vamp, Jackie Ibarra; Pain Vamp & Dance Captain, Kim Langstaff; Shimmy Vamp, Anne Marie
Arpaio; Silk Vamp, Kelly Jo Millaudon; Flying Couple, Cees De Kok (also Company Manager),
Cathy Perquin; Rockstar, Mark Giovi. See BITE® at 10:30 p.m. Friday through Wednesday.
Dark on Thursday. For only $49.45 per person, you’ll get more bite for your buck than at other
Las Vegas live shows. For tickets or more information, call 702-380-7777 or 800-99-TOWER
(998-6937).
About Stratosphere
Stratosphere Casino, Hotel & Tower is a Las Vegas Strip resort with an 80,000 square foot
casino. The 1,149 foot Stratosphere Tower is the tallest free standing observation tower in the
United States, featuring the Top of the World restaurant and highest view of the Las Vegas Strip
from the Observation Deck as well as SkyJump Las Vegas and thrill rides Big Shot, X-Scream
and Insanity. Known as a great value to gamblers, Stratosphere is located close to the
Convention Center at the gateway to downtown Las Vegas. It features 2,427 guest rooms and
suites, uniquely themed restaurants, the Tower Shops and the American Superstars™ and BITE®
shows. Additionally, Stratosphere’s ace | PLAY™ program allows players to enjoy awards,
comps and exclusives based on their loyalty to American Casino & Entertainment’s four
properties: Stratosphere Casino, Hotel &Tower on the Las Vegas Strip, Aquarius Casino Resort
in Laughlin, Nevada, and two Arizona Charlie's locations in Las Vegas. For more information,
visit StratosphereHotel.com, call 702-380-7777 or 800-99-TOWER (998-6937).
Tweet: @LVStratosphere celebrates the 6th Anniversary of #BITE with #free #fangs and
#champagne. http://ht.ly/2kZyW
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